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BIBLE CHARADES

God Makes Our World

Jesus is Baptised

Adam and Eve Eat the
Forbidden Fruit

Jesus Heals Jairus’s
Daughter

Noah Built the Ark

Jesus Heals a Poor Frail
Lady

Building the BIG Tower
of Babel

Jesus Calms the Storm

Abraham (Almost)
Sacrifices Isaac

Jesus Feeds 5,000
People

Jacob Tricks Isaac and
Steals Esau’s Blessing

Zaccheus Up in a Tree

Joseph and His
Colourful Coat

Jacob Fights With
the Lord

God Gives Egypt 10
Plagues

The Parable of the Lost
Son

The Israelites Cross the
Red Sea

The Woman Washes
Jesus’s Feet

God Gives Moses the 10
Commandments

Jesus Washes the
Disciples' Feet

Samuel Picks David
to Be King

Jesus Prays in the
Garden

David Beats Goliath

Jesus Goes Up to
Heaven

God Heals Naaman of
His Leprosy

The Parable of the
Sower

Daniel in the Lions' Den

The Parable of the Lost
Sheep

Jonah and the Big Fish

The Parable of the
Treasure in the Field

Jesus is Born

God Gives the Holy
Spirit

Shepherds Visit Jesus

The Parable of the Smart
and Silly Builders

Wisemen Visit Jesus

The Parable of the Good
Samaritan

By Sara Jayne Harsevoort
This game I made is like regular charades, but
you have to act out Bible stories instead!
This game is for all ages and can be played with
as many people as you want! It can be used
from a cozy family afternoon to a big birthday
party! If you have trouble reading you can
always ask a grown up to help you.
I have some suggested ways to play this game,
you can pick and choose one or do multiple:
• Regular charades! I would suggest going
through the slips first so you remember
some. Pick a slip and act it out!
• Use words to explain the story without
using any of the words on the slip.
(Example: I got ‘God makes our world’. I
might say “ The Lord created the place we
live in.” )
• Say one word about the story without
using the words on it. (Example: I got
‘God makes our world’. I might say
“Earth.”)
•

| GA M E S E D I T I O N

Play three rounds. First explain the story
without the words on the slip, then the
second round say only one word, and the
third round play charades.

I hope you enjoy playing my charades!
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SEVENS A Card Game
By Collyer B.
This is a game for two players, using one deck of cards. Sawyer and I made it up.
It is similar to War, but our version involves some strategy.
To play: Shuffle the deck then split it in half as accurately as possible (you can count the cards if you
want). Each player draws 5 cards from the top of their deck. To play a ‘set,’ the players count down
from 3, and on ‘go’ they each choose and play one card from their hand. The higher number wins
(aces are higher than kings and jokers are higher than aces). Repeat counting down and playing
cards until you have played all 5 cards. Whoever won the most rounds from the set gets to keep all
10 cards that were played, and puts them on a discard pile. Then each player draws 5 more cards and
a new set begins. If your main deck runs out of cards, shuffle your discard pile. If you only have 4
or fewer cards in total, the other player will also only draw that many cards to make it even; a tie for
the set means each player gets back his own cards. Play continues until one player runs out of cards.
The person with all the cards at the end of the game is the winner.
VARIATIONS:
• Play with a full deck each
• Use any odd number of cards for the ‘sets’

KAITLIN AND EMILY’S FAVOURITE YOGURT POPSICLES
Makes: 4 popsicles

INGREDIENTS:
1 cup frozen fruit
100 g vanilla yogurt
1/3 cup water
A mold for 4 popsicles.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Put all ingredients in a blender. Mix until the mixture is smooth.
Pour the mixture into the popsicle mold.
Place the mold in the freezer for about 8 hours.
Make the recipe again with a different fruit!
We hope that you like it!!
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